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Abstract: The E.U. market for electric vehicles (EVs) is growing significantly, but the absence of widely adopted protocols and interoperability standards for charging hinders the development of cross-border EV travel (“e-roaming”). In this paper, we present our vision on what should be the basic functionalities of e-roaming. Furthermore, we describe the best practices of 6 years of e-roaming in the Netherlands, and analyze what can be learned from other sectors that were successful in introducing roaming mechanisms in the past. We translate these into proposed next steps, such as the need for piloting e-roaming on a European level using open standards, such as Open Charge Point Interface (OCPI). We conclude with a proposal for a comparative study of protocols to pave the way for future convergence, and, thus, facilitate a European market for EV products and services.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the E.U. market for electric vehicles (EVs) has grown dramatically [1]. EVs are seen as one of the main technologies contributing to sustainable transport systems because of their potential for de-carbonization, improving air quality, and contributing to grid resilience [2,3]. The increase of EVs has been supported by the introduction and development of a charging infrastructure. However, the absence of accompanying E.U.-wide protocols and standards for interoperability and e-roaming (e.g., the option for EV drivers to charge their vehicles at all non-private charging stations) has severely hindered the development of cross-border EV travel within the E.U. [4,5]. Solutions for interoperability have had a national scope at best, which has primarily been caused by a lack of a single (open) standard for communication between the market parties involved. This has been recognized as a serious obstacle for further uptake of electric mobility in Europe [5,6]. A study by the market research firm Navigant Research [6] shows that, besides range (anxiety), the main obstacles for the acceptance of electric mobility by consumers are:

- Poor information about the location and availability of charging stations;
- An absence of information about tariffs and the total price of the session;
- Different, non-compatible ways, tools, tokens, and apps to obtain access to charging stations; and
- Non-transparent business models and a potentially high cost because of the complexity of the value chain.
These obstacles can be tackled through standardization and interoperability of the charging infrastructure, and specifically the communication protocols that are responsible for information exchange between the back offices of involved stakeholders (e.g., charge point operators, mobility service providers, navigation service providers). With standardization and interoperability of the charging infrastructure, e-roaming becomes feasible. This will make transnational EV travel more comfortable, increase the adoption of e-mobility by consumers, and is a pre-condition for more advanced solutions in order to develop future mobility as a service and innovative e-mobility service concepts.

The purpose of this paper is to present our vision on the future of e-roaming. We expand upon the existing literature by describing the best practices of roaming in e-mobility and other sectors, and make specific proposals for future research. In particular, we describe how the Open Charge Point Interface (OCPI) protocol is a suitable candidate for being widely adopted as the standard for e-roaming in the E.U. In contrast to most other proposed protocols, it enables all different business models: bilateral roaming contracts as well as roaming hubs. The ambition to further develop it in an open standardization process makes this an attractive protocol from a European political/regulatory perspective as well. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discuss historical efforts to achieve harmonization of standards and interoperability. We discuss the standardization process, open standards, and E.U. policy on standards. We then contrast the current fragmentation in EV charging infrastructure with successful efforts to achieve interoperability in the telecommunications and Internet sectors and translate our findings to lessons learned for the e-mobility sector. Section 3 gives a brief overview of the current EV ecosystem and charging infrastructure and presents our vision on and rationale for e-roaming. We then point to ways forward by giving an overview of best practices in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper and contains a proposal for next steps.

2. Harmonization by the Use of Standards

2.1. Standardization, Interoperability, and Harmonization

A communication protocol for e-roaming can be classified as a compatibility standard, defined by Krechmer [7] as a standard that “defines the interface between two or more mating elements that are compatible rather than similar”. Compatibility standards ensure interoperability between different systems, and are of particular importance in sectors such as telecom and information and communication technologies (ICT) [8,9]. One of the key economic incentives for the development of compatibility formats are network externalities [9], i.e., an increase in a network is accompanied by an increase of the value of that network. Compatibility standards can play a role in creating new services, since they define operating characteristics that are needed to develop new technologies [9]. Sometimes, compatibility standards even create entire new markets, such as in the case of the Global System for Mobile communications (GSM)/3G/4G standards for mobile telecommunications, and the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) standard for the Internet. A negative effect of compatibility standards can be that they create a monopoly [10]. Alternatively, gateway technologies can be used to achieve interoperability between different technologies and standards, though gateway technologies may not have the same economic benefits as compatibility standards and may come with extra costs and limited functionality [8]. Gateway technologies are attractive ex post, when no single standard has emerged from the standardization process.

Standards are not just neutral solutions, and the superior technology does not automatically become the standard [8,11,12]. Based on an extensive literature review, Van de Kaa et al. [13] have identified 29 success factors for winning interface format battles in market-based standard battles (“interface format” is used as an alternative term for “compatibility standard”, the definitions of these concepts are very close in meaning). These factors are not only related to the technical specifications of an interface format, but also to the characteristics of the format supporter, the format support strategy, other stakeholders, and market characteristics. In formal standard setting processes, firms that are
members of standard development organizations (SDOs) can engage in strategic behavior [9,14–16]. It can be financially attractive for a firm if it has a patented technology becoming part of a standard [17]. The discussion on the ‘openness’ of standards became more prominent with the rise of personal computers and the Internet [7]. In response to this discussion, the World Trade Organization’s Committee on Technical Barriers to Trade (WTO TBT) formulated the following six conditions for international standardization processes: (1) Transparency (regarding documentation on a proposal for standards and final standards), (2) openness (open membership at every stage of the standardization process), (3) impartiality and consensus (no privilege or favoring interests of a particular party), (4) effectiveness and relevance (facilitating international trade), (5) coherence (no duplication of or overlapping with the work of other standardization bodies), and (6) address the concerns of developing countries (developing countries should not be excluded de facto from the process) [18]. Also, in Europe, where the European Union has emphasized standards and interoperability as ‘Pillar II’ of its Digital Agenda for Europe, open standards are seen as the basis for future developments and play an important role in regulation and policy-making [19].

When a certain standard is considered a public good, governmental regulation may play an important part in the standardization process [8,20]. Societal benefits of standards include quality control, interoperability, safety, and positive effects on health and environment. Complying with a standard is usually voluntary, the exception being standards that are required by legislation. The E.U. has implemented a policy called the “New Approach”. It states that adopting European standards (ENs) is voluntary, but E.U. legislation requires that products and services meet essential requirements. Any product that conforms to ENs is automatically assumed to meet these regulatory essential requirements. A party whose choses to offer products or services not based on these standards, can still do so, but has to prove itself that these products or services meet the regulatory essential requirements, which might require considerable effort. When a need for a standard is identified based on a specific directive, the European Commission (EC) requests one of the recognized European standardization organizations to develop the relevant standard. There are three recognized (“formal”) European standardization organizations (ESOs): the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN), European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation (CENELEC), and the European Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI). These ESOs cooperate with national SDOs to ensure the alignment of European and national standards following Directive 98/34/EC [21]. The resulting standards are termed “harmonized standards”, and, aside from the benefits of the standards named earlier, are aimed at strengthening European integration in the Single Market and increasing the global competitiveness of the E.U.

2.2. Fragmentation: The Current EV Charging Infrastructure

The European Union wants to stimulate the electrification of transportation, as it contributes to the goals of CO₂ reduction set in the Paris agreement [22]. However, there are no European-wide regulations on charging infrastructure; the regulation is implemented at the national and local levels. The lack of central E.U. coordination may have been a factor in the fragmentation of charging infrastructure in Europe [23–25].

One example of this is the variety of plugs used to charge EVs. The first efforts to standardize the plugs needed for charging date from the period of the first introduction of EVs, around the turn of the 20th century [26]. However, at that time, the internal combustion engine (ICE) won the battle for market dominance, and EVs became a niche technology. Since the 1970s, due to concerns about oil crises, resource depletion, climate change, and air pollution, EVs have slowly but surely re-emerged as a serious alternative to ICE vehicles. Many of the first projects of building up a public charging infrastructure were very localized, with little exchange of knowledge internationally [25]. The first explorative activities regarding standardizing EV plugs started in 1998 by CENELEC [27]. A next, important step was the publication of the IEC 62196-2 standard on EV plugs by the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) in 2011. This standard specifies not one but three different types of plugs for Alternating Current (AC) charging:

- Type 1, originally developed by SAE International and original equipment manufacturer Yazaki, and also known as SAE J1772;
- Type 2, originally developed by the electric equipment manufacturer Mennekes; and
- Type 3, originally developed by the EV plug Alliance.

The IEC, thus, chose to base the standard on the plugs already in use throughout the world, instead of specifying one worldwide standard. In fact, Type 1 was already common in North America and Japan, Type 2 in Germany, U.K., Sweden, Spain, Netherlands, and China, and Type 3 in Italy and France. Unrelated to the IEC standard, Tesla has developed its own plug for AC charging, which is used exclusively in Tesla vehicles in North America [23].

In addition to the AC charging plugs mentioned above, there are several standards for Direct Current (DC) charging:

- CHAdeMO, developed by a Japanese industry association bearing the same name, is mostly used in Japan and Europe, and also generally referred to as “Type 4”;
- Combined Charging System (CCS) Combo 1, a Type 1 plug with added plugs for DC charging, now also standardized by the IEC and mostly used in North America;
- Combined Charging System (CCS) Combo 2, a Type 2 plug with added plugs for DC charging, now also standardized by the IEC and mostly used in Europe; and
- The Supercharger, for Tesla vehicles, a proprietary plug (not standardized) mostly used in North America as well as Europe [23].

Aside from these standards, many EVs can also be plugged-in through regular household electricity sockets using a special charge adapter. This way, charging is much slower (up to 15 h for a full charge) because of the limited power that such sockets can offer. This solution is mostly used by EV drivers that charge at home but have no dedicated charge station at home, or incidental charging at other locations, such as the homes of relatives or friends. It is not adopted as a solution for public charging infrastructure [27].

In an effort to reduce the variety in plugs, the EC introduced legislation making IEC Type 2 the standard for AC charging points in 2014, and the CCS Combo 2 was specified as a minimum standard for equipment of DC charging points [4]. While this would theoretically lead to one plug for each charging type, there exists already an installed base in Europe of charging points with either Type 3 or Type 4 plugs. Many DC charging points are equipped with both Type 4 and CCS Combo 2, and there have been attempts to offer both Type 2 and Type 3 connections in AC charging stations [23]. However, these multiple connections are not available everywhere, and EV drivers will continue to have to bring multiple cables/adapters to be able to connect at any charge point (at the risk that a charging point does not support any of these adapters). Meanwhile, Tesla continues to build and operate its own line of fast chargers.

Wiegmann et al. [27] studied why, at the early stage, no single standard for AC charging emerged in the E.U. market, and why, at a later stage, Type 2 was formally adopted as the single standard for AC charging. Having one type of plug has clear advantages for all parties involved in the EV ecosystem, since having access to a large charging infrastructure significantly increases the attractiveness of EVs. Wiegmann et al. finds that the main reason for fragmentation was that different parties had already invested in different solutions before there was a real effort to come to a European-wide standard. Some European countries, such as France, the Netherlands, and Germany, had explicit policy targets regarding the build-up of charging infrastructure, and were, therefore, not willing to wait for a common standard to emerge. In contrast, countries that did not have such an explicit goal were more hesitant with building charging infrastructure before a single standard had been defined.

In 2010, the EC requested CEN/CENELEC to establish a standard that includes only one EV plug, with a deadline in summer 2013. In January 2013, the EC cut the standardization process short and
declared the Type 2 plug to be the common standard (the European Parliament and the E.U. Council still had to agree, and the official legislation was passed in 2014). For the EC to cut the standardization process short is exceptional, and the main reason for this decision is that it was believed to contribute to the E.U.’s competitive advantage as a first mover in e-mobility [27]. Other reasons may have been that the Type 2 connector was already considered the front-runner anyway, and a lack of belief that a consensus could be reached within CEN/CENELEC. Wiegmann et al. [27] found the following factors to contribute to the choice for Type 2 instead of Type 3 (note that Type 1 was not used a lot in Europe in the first place so not a real contender):

- Type 2 had a larger installed based than Type 3;
- Type 2 had support from strong alliances among car manufacturers;
- Type 2 was technologically superior;
- Mennekes, the developer of the Type 2 plug, declared it would license all related patents free of charge;
- China had adopted a variant of the Type 2 connector as its standard; and
- The U.S. automotive industry also supported Type 2.

Despite all these advantages, the IEC 62196-2 included three plugs, and not just Type 2. One factor was that Type 3 connectors include a shutter, conforming to French electric safety legislation [25,27]. Type 2 connectors did not have such a shutter. Mennekes argued that such a feature was unnecessary because of other safeguarding mechanisms built into the standards, and that such a shutter would instead reduce reliability because it could break off. Wiegmann et al. [27] speculate that emphasizing the importance of a shutter for safety may have been a strategic decision, since it would delay the decision on the standard. The time of the delay could have been used for stronger alliance building. If this was the case, that strategy backfired, since the delay triggered the EC intervention discussed above.

Next to charging plugs, there is also a lack of interoperability of payment systems [23]. Charging points can have different payment mechanisms, including cash, debit or credit cards, mobile phone apps, and SMS payments. Increasingly, however, charging operators use subscription models, where users identify themselves with Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) cards. However, it is often not possible for these subscribers to use charging points from other operators. As a result, customers have to take multiple subscriptions at the same time. If they want to make a long, cross-border trip in Europe, they may need as much as a dozen subscriptions. As a response to this situation, the Directive 2014/94/EU on the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure (AFID) [4] stated that charging point operators should offer charging services on an ad hoc basis. Furthermore, it stipulates that customers under contract of one charge point operator (i.e., having a subscription) should be allowed to charge at any other operator. This requires roaming between the operators, which implies at least the following: (a) a contractual agreement between the operators, either direct (bilateral) or indirect (via a roaming hub or clearing house), (b) the charging point to be equipped with an internet connection, (c) an RFID card reader or a function for remote activation, and (d) interoperable communication protocols [23]. Both bilateral and hub initiatives have emerged in the E.U. [23,28]. However, there is no widely adopted, single standard communication protocol, and the ones that do exist have different focusses and are not all interoperable. We discuss e-roaming in greater detail in Sections 3 and 4.

2.3. Harmonization: Roaming in Telecommunications and the Internet Protocol

E-roaming is not the first market in which a need has arisen for a roaming infrastructure, and for an underlying, broadly adopted standard. We therefore investigated two earlier cases where significant efforts for harmonization and interoperability have taken place in order to identify lessons learned from these cases relevant to achieving harmonization in e-mobility. These cases we selected are (1) roaming in mobile telecommunications, in conjunction with the GSM, 3G, and 4G standards, and (2) roaming in the Internet, in conjunction with the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol.
Roaming in Mobile Telecommunications

Roaming in mobile telecommunications allows a mobile user to connect to another mobile network, different from their “home” network, using their own Subscriber Identity Module (SIM)-card and phone number, without the need for an additional contract (subscription) [29]. The other network is typically a foreign network (international roaming), but can also be a network in the same country (national roaming). Such roaming services do not only require telecommunications facilities in order to realize calls and other services on the visited network, but also legal contracts, and an infrastructure for billing. To make the billing infrastructure possible, the home operator and the visited network operator either have a bilateral relation (“direct”), or use the services of a clearing house (“indirect”). Roaming services include voice calls, SMS, and mobile internet. The roaming agreement between the two operators specifies financial and legal matters, but also the data exchange format. Details of the data exchange are recorded in a Transferred Account Procedure (TAP) file for billing purposes. TAP files are exchanged between the two operators (direct roaming) or sent to a clearing house, which forwards them to the home operator (indirect roaming). Based on their wholesale roaming agreement, the home operator pays the visited operator.

Whereas some first-generation, analogue mobile networks in Europe already offered some (very limited) roaming services, the broad introduction of roaming took place along with the GSM standard, which was commercially introduced in 1991. In a setting where the European Union aimed to introduce a harmonized standard for the whole of Europe, in contrast to the then-existing, fragmented market of incompatible national technologies, the idea of cross-border, pan-European services played a central role. While the GSM standard itself offered the necessary technology for handling roaming calls—with a sophisticated set of technologies, such as Home Locations Registers (HLRs), Visitor Location Registers (VLRs), and authentication triplets—the necessary protocols for billing and accounting in the context of roaming were not part of the GSM standard as such. An association of operators, known as the GSM Association (GSMA), developed these protocols and associated agreements, such as Transferred Accounts Procedure (TAP), which is the protocol in use between virtually any roaming operator and roaming hub in the world.

Not long after the introduction of GSM, the roaming market faced a considerable challenge, when pre-paid services became a widespread phenomenon. Whereas regular, post-paid subscribers that roam can be charged afterwards by their home operator for the services they used, pre-paid users may have an insufficient balance for relatively expensive roaming calls, and there is no contract that allows the operator to collect bills afterwards. Hence, there was a need to develop a more real-time system, so the visited network—and home network—could be sure that the pre-paid balance was sufficient to pay for the consumed services, and that balance would be charged in real time. Whereas operators initially started with different, patchy solutions, a new system was later developed, known as CAMEL. It is a harmonized system, but argued to be expensive to implement [29]. Furthermore, the billing system must be able to deal with double taxation. Finally, fraud can be a bigger issue in roaming than in home markets. In Latin America, fraud causes 5% of the losses of total mobile revenue, while for roaming this can be up to 25% [29].

The most recent development in mobile roaming within the E.U. relates to the heterogeneity of national telecommunications markets, which have already been established due to the long history of telecommunications [30]. In the past, consumers had to pay high roaming fees, resulting in reluctant use of roaming. The E.U., who sees roaming as key in building single E.U. market [31], has decided to eliminate roaming tariffs step-by-step [32]. The E.U. approach to roaming is the Roam Like At Home (RLAH) approach, as opposed to the Roam Like A Local (RLAL) approach. This means that the user pays the same tariffs as at their domestic country, as opposed to paying local tariffs.
2.3.2. Roaming in the Internet

The Internet is a network of networks based on the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite [33]. Data is transmitted in packets with a technique called packet switching. When data is sent from one computer to the next, the data is cut into data packets, of which multiple are sent independently towards its destination. The two key benefits of packet switching as opposed to circuit switching are (1) efficient use of the network, since one connection can be used for multiple data transmissions, and (2) no dependence on one link, since packets can be routed via another connection if a link stops working. The IP protocol provides for the addressing and forwarding of individual packets.

Internet Service Providers (ISPs) build physical networks in response to market forces [34] and are connected at Internet Exchange Points (IXPs). ISPs can be categorized as Tier 1 ISPs (forming the backbone network, being able to offer connection with the complete Internet), Tier 2 ISPs (regional networks), and Tier 3 ISPs (access networks) [35]. Roaming in the Internet is mainly of interest to Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that want to combine their efforts to achieve a greater service area. Networks are connected either for a fee or without a fee (peering; note that this is a different use of the word peer than in the term peer-to-peer for e-roaming, where it means that parties form a direct connection instead of via a hub). Networks peer with each other because of (perceived) mutual benefits. Tier 1 ISPs peer with other Tier 1 ISPs, while Tier 2 ISPs pay a fee to connect to their network. Tier 2 ISPs peer with other Tier 2 ISPs, while Tier 3 ISPs pay a fee to connect to their network. Tier 3 ISPs provide consumers and content providers access to the Internet, and sometimes also connect with other Tier 3 networks.

In 1991, the Internet Society (ISOC) was established as the main organization responsible for developing technological standards of the Internet [36]. There are six groups operating under the ISOC, among which the Internet Engineering Taskforce (IETF), which is responsible for management of the TCP/IP protocol suite. The groups have a large degree of independence and have relations with both the ISOC and amongst each other. IP address allocation and the Domain Name System (DNS) are handled by the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).

A distinctive feature of the management of the Internet is its low level of hierarchy compared to telecommunications. This is reflected in the values explicitly expressed by the Internet Engineering Taskforce (IETF), such as seeing individual contributors as “individuals” rather than representatives of firms or organizations [37] and the end-to-end architectural design principle, meaning that the most important computing tasks take place at the “end” (e.g., a personal computer (PC)) and not in the middle of the network [38]. The end-to-end principle played a role both as a design principle and a governance norm, increasing the chance for network extensions and innovations to arise from actors who do not play a central role in the Internet ecosystem [11,14]. The TCP/IP protocol suite had demonstrated that it was modular, enabling internet administrators, programmers, and users to build and use their own applications and to innovate in many different ways, without needing to change the core of the Internet. This led to a virtuous cycle of a growing number of users, with a growing variety of economic backgrounds, and growing functionality of the network [14].

2.4. Lessons for E-Roaming

In the previous subsections, we have described historical standardization processes with the aim of articulating some lessons that can be applied to e-roaming. We have seen that many factors besides technological superiority are related to winning a standards battle. If a single standard does not emerge from such a battle, gateway technologies can become attractive, though these are often sub-optimal from a technical or cost perspective. In its effort to further strengthen the Single Market, the E.U. stimulates the harmonization of standards. Multiple types of EV charging plugs were popular within Europe, and at some point the E.U. decided on one standard to reduce the variety in charging plugs. While there is no serious standardization effort for payment and billing systems in the context of e-roaming, it is a potential scenario for the E.U. to step in when
interoperability of these systems is not achieved in the coming years. The developments and lessons learned in roaming in telecommunications, when transferred to the e-mobility sector, underline the need for interoperability between market parties, such as charge point operators and mobility service providers, without additional (financial) barriers. Furthermore, issues such as fraud, double taxation, and subscription systems should have priority in protocol design. The success of the Internet underlines the importance of an open management culture and peer-to-peer connectivity. Keeping these lessons in mind, the rest of the paper describes the current state of e-roaming and how to move forward towards a single standard.

3. EV Charging Infrastructure and E-Roaming

3.1. Current Market Situation versus Future Market Situation

With the rise of electric vehicles, a charging infrastructure has developed. Electric vehicles can be charged at home, at public charging stations, charging stations at office buildings, and semi-public charging stations (for instance, in parking garages or shopping centers) [39]. The field of e-mobility is relatively new, and business models are still developing. Factors that differ between current business models are, for instance, charging power (defining how long a car will occupy a charging station), accessibility of the charge point, and charging fees (a flat fee versus pay per charge) [40]. Furthermore, new trends in mobility and energy give rise to other proposals for future business models, such as car sharing, intermodal transport, vehicle-to-grid technology, battery swapping, and e-roaming [41].

Electric mobility can be seen as a complex system, with multiple actors involved and interrelated, including charge point operators, e-mobility service providers, and roaming hubs [40,42]. Building an efficient and user-friendly charging infrastructure requires them all to communicate. Envisioned future developments will require communication between even more parties. For example, in visions on e-mobility with smart charging, actors from the mobility sector are interacting with actors from the energy sector, such as grid operators, energy producers, and aggregators [43–46]. Including charge points in navigation apps requires information on location, availability, and the tariffs of charging transactions. Finally, transnational e-roaming will require actors from different countries to communicate with each other. Protocols are key in ensuring efficient communication between all parties involved. Protocols both enable and limit the information that parties can share amongst each other, which parties can communicate with each other, and can both enable and hinder certain business models. We illustrate this by showing the current situation of e-roaming in Figures 1 and 2.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Current market situation, Scenario 1. Peer-to-peer only. Different colours indicate different protocols, and the red arrows show when a user cannot charge at stations of that specific charge point operator. EV, electric vehicle.
In Figure 1, we show a scenario in which the EV driver has a subscription with service provider 1, and hence can also charge only at stations of charge point operator 4. To provide a more valuable offer, service providers and charge point operators may want to have more connections, but then need to implement multiple protocols, increasing costs. Figure 2 depicts a situation with two roaming hubs. Thanks to the use of roaming hub A, the EV driver can now also charge at stations of charge point operator 5 and 6, but not at those of charge point operator 7 (who is only connected to roaming hub B). To provide a more valuable offer, service providers and charge point operators may want to have connections to multiple roaming hubs. However, as each hub is using its own protocol, they need to implement multiple protocols, and pay multiple hub subscription/membership fees, both increasing costs. Switching to another hub requires migration to the protocol that is used by that hub.

We envision a future situation in which only one protocol is needed for connecting both charge point operators and service providers peer-to-peer (decentral) as well as via a roaming hub (central) (Figures 3 and 4).
In Figure 3, we depict such a situation with a single roaming hub. Now, the EV driver in the picture can charge at all stations. All parties use the same protocol, reducing the need for duplicate costs. However, the single hub is not subject to competition, and may display monopolistic behavior. Finally, in Figure 4, we show a situation with two roaming hubs. Again, the EV driver can charge at all stations. The two hubs they communicate with each other using the same protocol as all other actors. Thus, all parties use the same protocol, reducing the need for duplicate costs, and there is no monopolist. This will also result in a more level playing field with more competition and lower cost: instead of competition on protocols, the focus will move to competing on services for the EV driver.

3.2. Rationale for E-Roaming

Currently, multiple roaming hubs for electric mobility exist in Europe; some more mature than others depending on the maturity of e-mobility in a country. All roaming hubs have developed their own proprietary protocols with varying levels of openness, e.g., members can propose new functionalities. It is difficult to realize roaming between hubs and between charge point operators and service providers who are not connected to a roaming hub. Therefore, an independent and broadly accepted protocol needs to be defined, developed, and implemented that can connect to hubs as well as be used for peer-to-peer connections. In the world of electric mobility, a single protocol to connect both charge point operators and service providers via hubs and peer-to-peer has not yet been developed.

3.2.1. E.U. Impact

The electrification of transport has positive effects on energy efficiency and, therefore, on climate ambitions. The urgency is illustrated by the high ambitions for EV deployment and the hard targets to reduce CO\textsubscript{2} levels [22]. In terms of legislation and compliance, our proposed protocol anticipates on increasingly stricter regulation towards the use of open protocols as the default way-of-working, and stricter regulation of the mobility and energy sector. It is compliant with, and supports, developments such as the E.U. Directive on Intelligent Transport Systems [47] (e.g., providing for the location of charging points, the conditions for their use, and the availability through obliged National Access Points) and the Alternative Fuel Directive [4] (e.g., prices for charging sessions should be easy to check and compare, a possibility to charge and pay “ad hoc”—without a contract—should be possible).

3.2.2. User Impact

The service for EV drivers will increase in a lot of ways: easy locating of chargers, easy access with one card, app, or similar authentication device, one map of available charging points, transparent and understandable prices, etc. Drivers are able to charge cross-border, at every operator, and using
the services they know and are familiar with. It will increase and ease e-mobility use, enhance comfort and travelling range, and reduce charging costs. It can also facilitate developments such as direct payment at chargers.

3.2.3. Products and Services Impact

By moving towards further harmonization of standards, we move away from country-specific solutions and will create one European playground with improved connectivity between all players. It will serve as a common platform for a whole new ecosystem of new service providers and apps, which will have a positive impact on future employment in this sector. It is also a fertile ground for innovation, as new services may even be introduced beyond e-mobility and charging.

3.2.4. Technology/ICT Impact

Using open protocols reduces the cost of access for market parties to enter the market and develop new services. The focus on protocol harmonization acknowledges today’s diverse landscape of protocols, which shows the innovative capability of the market. At the same time, it addresses the necessity to converge towards a fully interoperable future with the advantages of scalability and customer focus. E-mobility will be promoted by offering e-mobility infrastructure access in a uniform manner throughout the E.U.

4. Roaming Initiatives in Europe

4.1. Overview Roaming Platforms and Protocols

Currently, multiple roaming hubs for electric mobility exist in Europe. Some of these are more mature than others, often depending on the state of e-mobility in a country. All roaming hubs have developed their own protocols. Looking at past efforts, it has been proven to be difficult to implement communication interfaces between hubs and between charge point operators and service providers who are not connected to the same roaming hub.

Table 1 presents the roaming protocols that are currently active in Europe. As shown, most protocols support one roaming hub (i.e., a central platform), but have no connection to other roaming hubs. Only one protocol supports peer-to-peer communications (i.e., decentral, without interface with a roaming hub).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Proprietary/Independent</th>
<th>Supports Roaming Hubs</th>
<th>Supports Peer-to-Peer Connection/Decentral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Clearing House Protocol (OCHP)</td>
<td>Proprietary (e-Clearing.net)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open InterCharge Protocol (OICP)</td>
<td>Proprietary (Hubject)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eMobility Inter-Operation Protocol (eMIP)</td>
<td>Proprietary (Gireve)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Charge Point Interface Protocol (OCPI)</td>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In essence, all roaming protocols have the same goal: to offer roaming to EV drivers across Europe. However, the hubs that use their own proprietary protocol do not communicate with each other and do not exchange data. A service provider or charge point operator who wants to achieve maximum roaming will need to reach an agreement with all major hubs. OCPI can change this. In an ideal situation, the different protocols should be united and converged into one independent and open protocol that can connect both via hubs as well as peer-to-peer. This will reduce the need to connect to every hub, as OCPI offers alternative ways to connect (e.g., peer-to-peer).

4.2. E-Roaming in The Netherlands with an International Connection

In the Netherlands, e-roaming in its basic form—allowing EV drivers to charge at every charging station—has been possible since 2011. In that year, the Central Interoperability Register (CIR) was
established, containing all cards/tokens for public charge stations issued by all service providers active in the Netherlands. This register, created with support of the Dutch government, was transferred to eViolin in 2012. eViolin is an entity that brings together all stakeholders, and managed the CIR register until March 2018. By then, the register supported roaming for over 210,000 EV cards/tokens, 90,000 charge stations, and 22 national charge point operators and mobility service providers. In March 2018, the role of the register was taken over by roaming services. eViolin still plays a key role for these roaming services: among other things, it is responsible for the issuing of IDs of charge point operators and mobility service providers (as of today, there are 26 members, including international ones).

Roaming and information sharing is implemented using the Open Charge Point Information (OCPI) protocol. As discussed above, this protocol supports both peer-to-peer connections and roaming hubs, and, as a result, charge point operators and mobility service providers; navigation service providers are also free to choose their preferred mode of connection. Currently, one roaming hub participates in the initiative: e-clearing.net from Germany. So, charge point operators and mobility providers must connect either directly (peer-to-peer) or via this roaming hub. However, OCPI also supports communication in-between roaming hubs. This way, charge point operators (and mobility providers) could exchange data, even when they are connected to different roaming hubs and when they do not have a direct peer-to-peer connection. Once several roaming hubs adopt OCPI for their in-between connection, more roaming hubs can join the initiative, and then charge point operators and mobility providers can relatively easily switch to another roaming hub. OCPI not only supports roaming, but also functionalities such as remote start/stop, reservations, and the exchange of information on charging tariffs and the location and availability of charge stations. Future versions will support smart charging, ISO 15118 vehicle-to-grid communication, data collection functions, and functionalities relevant to other market roles.

In 2017, the Open Fast Charging Alliance, a group of fast charging operators led by Fastned from the Netherlands, agreed to join the above roaming initiative and to implement OCPI, enabling interoperability of fast chargers across Europe for all involved service providers. This is a change from the previous situation, where fast charging networks were closed systems, and fast chargers could only be used with proprietary apps and tokens.

The Netherlands Knowledge Platform for Public Charging Infrastructure (NKL) is an independent, not-for-profit organization who took up the further development of OCPI. It has recently appointed an OCPI Management Board to ensure further growth and assure continuity (See https://www.nknederland.com/news/introduction-ocpi-management-board/).

5. Discussion and Future Work

We have demonstrated the need for a well-functioning e-roaming system in the E.U., as this is expected to increase EV adoption and can enable new business models for EV charging infrastructure. Though several roaming initiatives do exist, there is no European standard yet. Lessons learned from roaming in telecom and the Internet protocol can be applied to e-roaming, and show OCPI to be an attractive protocol to be further developed.

OCPI is already prototyped, and first implementations are currently taking place, showing a commitment by the market to support and invest in this protocol. The Current Technology Readiness Level (TRL) is estimated to be 6/7. In a new project, we set up a corridor with several adjoining countries (Austria, Germany, Denmark, and the Netherlands) to demonstrate the impact of the protocol (Project website: https://www.evroaming4.eu/). The protocol will interface with existing hubs, such as e-clearing.net, which is an already-proven roaming hub serving multiple European countries. During the project, important new functionalities will be added, collected via consulting a large group of key users in Europe. Finally, a maintenance organization will be set up that gives the protocol the needed level to scale up to a largely adopted protocol. Therefore, during the project, the development of the protocol will shift to TRL 8 and finally reach TRL 9 (system ready for full-scale deployment) as
the project objectives support the commercial deployment across Europe of numerous business models that rely on standardized information exchange.

Currently, several protocols are being used or developed to support roaming. Developments in other sectors have learned that, over time, these will converge to a single roaming standard. Therefore, it is proposed to start working on a theoretical framework in order to make a comparative analysis between the different protocols and provide recommendations for harmonization and future convergence. Research will be done on how the different existing proprietary protocols can be further harmonized: recognizing their current existence and value, but at the same time providing a roadmap towards a converging future, based on an optimal business ecosystem. This requires different ways of working with and thinking about the existing roaming hubs.

The above illustrates the ambition of developing OCPI in terms of interoperability, solutions, ICT, and collaboration, and its potential to support the breakthrough and widespread uptake of electric mobility.
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